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Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science
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Category
access
access
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Nursing/OT/PT
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collectionjournals
collectionjournals

D

Comment
It is very difficult to access electronic journals from off campus.
Oh, and when you are attempting to access the online databases off campus, it can
sometimes be a pain.(also had comment on hours)
I have always had a good experience at Weinberg Library. This past weekend Feb 23-25,
there was no way to access electronic reserves I needed due to the network problems.
More access to online articles campus wide.
I think you do an outstanding job. My only quibble is the lack of journals and $$ available
to purchase books.
The departmental library budgets should support the academic programs and fheir faculty.
For far too long they have not. Someone needs to cry "halt" on technology for a couple of
years to allow the library some breathing space.
The number of electronic articles and journals in the library is to some extent limited.
Course related text books should also be kept in the library.(also commented on group
study/noise)
I am a nurse anesthesia student and find that U of Scranton does not have any anesthesia
related information. I must use ebscohost via wilkes-barre general for journals. It would
have been extremely helpful to have someone come down to our classrooms and help us
search with ebscohost. I really have no need to go into the U of Scranton library.
There can be more full text articles to be read via the library web page.
you need more resources for psychology and neuroscience
There's very little material available in the field of linguistics and second language
acquisition
More history and political science related books are a must. PALCI is great, but I have to
often resort to it when the library lacks books in my field that are often necessary for my
studies.
The library should have at least 1 required textbook for each class.
My specialty is patristic studies in the master's theology program. I would like to see more
current books and commentaries analazing the individual works of patristic theologians,
e.g. Basil the Great and John Chrysostom.
I am very satisfied - I just wish there were more journal selections.
more maternity and neonatal health journals
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Nursing/OT/PT
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Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science
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Graduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate

Education
Nursing/OT/PT
History/Political Science
School of Management

group study
group study
group study
group study

Undergraduate

Philosophy/Theology/RS

group study

Undergraduate

Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science

group study

Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate

Nursing/OT/PT
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Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science

group study
group study
group study
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History/Political Science

group study
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History/Political Science

group study
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Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science

group study
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Communications / Journalism

group study

Undergraduate

Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science

group study
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Comment
More periodicals are needed in OT, like OT Practice and OT Advance
I find it frustrating when I can only obtain the abstract of a really good article online through
the library database.
I think it would be a good idea to have a snack bar or something in the library--to promote
healthy snacking instead vending machine junk food.
The environment is comfortable. Sometimes there is not enough study rooms.
The library has some group study rooms, but many are not available all the time.
There needs to be more study space for finals.
It would be nice if the library had more study rooms for those people who absolutely need
to discuss their work. People talking in the library is so distracting and negates the whole
point of the library as a study place.
The group study rooms are often full of one or two individuals making it often difficult for a
group to utilize these facilities.
I think the library should be expanded and have more quiet room options because they all
fill up almost every day.
There are not enough study rooms for group studying!!!
I think if it were at all possible to have some more study rooms.
The librarians are very helpful and I can almost always find a quiet place to study, but
group study areas are always limited
More group study rooms, however, when creating spaces where people are going to be
speaking perhaps the walls should be sound proof because it is distracting to hear others
talk while you are trying to study. Copy machines in (comment ended here)

30

31

32

33
34

Excellent services as always. My one (big) regret is that there are no individual study
rooms for individual faculty. If I had one, I would run over there in between classes to get
grading and research done.
I wish that there were more community group study rooms available in the library for group
studying. I enjoy the fourth floor quiet study room and go there for a place to study away
from noise very often
more restrictions should be placed on group study rooms. During finals week people like
to reserve a study room when the library opens and stay there all day. This would not be a
problem if these people were studying, but it seems there are more rooms empty with
belongings in it than there are with people using them.
Could possibly use more group study rooms. Most of these rooms are frequently occupied.
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Communications / Journalism
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group study
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Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science

hours
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School of Management

hours
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Communications / Journalism

hours
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hours
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information
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Counseling/HS/HAHR

Graduate

Nursing/OT/PT
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Comment
I am concerned about the need for more quiet spaces as well as the need for more
community space for group learning and group study. (also commented on hours)
It would also be nice if the library stayed open for 24 hours during Dead Week (week
before finals) and Finals Week. The library is here for us, and most would agree that it is a
good idea to keep it open 24 hours during such time periods (also commented on access)
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I have no problems with the library, other than that sometimes it seems that it closes too
early. Extended hours, especially during midterms and finals, would be nice.
i think they should have tables open late at night because i hate the prodeo rooom. I cant
do work in the cubbies.
I feel that the library hours should be changed. The library closes too early during the week
and should definetly be open 24 hours during finals. I feel that the library should close at 2
during the week because this would better provide students who are studying on the 2-5
floors enough room to do so. The pro deo room is not sufficient in providing adequate
study space. I suggest that public safety should patrol the library when the librarians
leave for the night.
(Commneted on group study as well) However, I am most concerned about the hours at
the library. I would like to see the whole library open until midnight or later.
It is very hard to find full text journal articals or periodicals using the electronic sources of
the Wienberg memorial library.
Journal articles are also somewhat hard to find online (also had comment about group
study rooms).
The orientation to the library and resources is very helpful and presented in a user freindly
fashion.
Some of the databases I have tried to use (e.g. Proquest and LexisNexis) are confusing -as much to the librarians as to me. This has slowed considerably my efforts to conduct
academic research. I think those web sites are poorly constructed.
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information
literacy
information
literacy

The library seems to be moving in the right direction. Everytime I use the system it gets
easier and easier
The library should make it easier for students to find materials related to their majors
through better advertisement and placement of online journals.
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Nursing/OT/PT

Category
information
literacy

Comment
When persuing my undergraduate and graduate degrees as an on campus user of the
library resources, I was extremely pleased. Now, the majority of my coursework is done
distanced-based, and, as I persue a clinical doctorate, I am required to use other outside
reasources to gain current references in relation to the material discussed in class.
However, I am still learning the electronic database, and feel that as I become more
comfortable with the system, I will better utilize the Weinberg resources.
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Undergraduate
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Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science
Education
Philosophy/Theology/RS

negative
negative
negative

Graduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate

Philosophy/Theology/RS
School of Management
English/Foreign Languages

negative
negative
noise

The human resources/services and facilities are excellent. My problems are primarily
related to retrieving articles from electronic journals. There are often many steps
necessitating having several windows open and the availability information is sometimes
unreliable. Thank you.
during finals the library gets too packed and hot
THIS LIBRARY IS TOO LIMITED.
When I returned a book via the after hours "drop off-box" the library system sent me
several emails requesting I still did not return the book. I replyed to the messege each time
and was ignored. My late fee rose to 70 dollars and I had to contact the library in person to
have the affair resolved. I felt this was a great inconvience.
too obsessed with technology; otherwise great service
they are just satisfactory
I am frequently annoyed by the level of noise (and rudeness) in the library. Last week a
student was dozing on a couch with his ipod blasting while students were trying to study.
Other times it's students just using the library to visit, and other times it's cell phone
conversations, although I have to admit that this year I've noticed less of that. I dread
having to go to the library and resent so many materials being "library use only" when I
would have a quieter and more comfortable place to use them elsewhere.

Undergraduate

School of Management

noise
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I'm at the library a great deal during the semester preparing for important exams. It's
usually quiet during these times of the year. However, when finals roll around, I don't
appreciate the loud noise that comes with them. I should not have to move my study
position because of other people having conversations which are totally irrelavant to their
studies. Some sort of action should be taken to prevent this from occuring further. I am
usually found on the 3rd floor, somewhere where I would think there would be quiet and
peace of mind. This is not the case though, as I find myself getting even more stressed
when I hear people talking. The group tables should be moved elsewhere and in the back
study rooms people should not be talking loud enough for me to hear them- that is quite
absurd. Thank you for your time and I hope that you consider my problem at hand.
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Graduate

School of Management

noise
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School of Management
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noise
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noise
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School of Management
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Undergraduate
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Undecided
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English/Foreign Languages

positive
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Undergraduate

Education

positive
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Comment
Somehow try to enforce no talking on upper floors. people tlak like there at the mall up
there.
It would be nice if the library had more study rooms for those people who absolutely need
to discuss their work. People talking in the library is so distracting and negates the whole
point of the library as a study place.
Groups studying outside the Group Study Room should be instructed to stay as quiet as
possible. Unfortunately they don't - especially on the second floor.
I don't normally work in the library because other students are normally very rude and
create too much noise for me to concentrate. The quiet study rooms are nice but they are
almost never available, especially when I need one for a group project. It is simply easier
for me to take out the books I need and work at home.
The workers on the second floor of the library are disruptive to study habits sometimes. I
understand that they need to answer questions, that is their job, but should they not do so
in a reasonable tone of voice? Also they come out of their offices only to laugh and talk
loudly among each other. Finally, I wish that there was more enforcement of quiet in the
library, yes not talking on cell phones is a good idea but someone wispering on a phone is
less disruptive than a table of people laughing about last weekend's drunken adventures.
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Please do something about people on their cell phones. It is annoying those who are
studying.
During finals week it can get noisy. More staff members should walk around and keep
people silent
always had great help at the library
The library offers great services for accessing information and acquiring texts which are
not available on campus.
I love the library
I enjoy working from the library and the resources available are very helpful.
I really am at the library every single day and it's definitely where I am most efficient
I find libraries easier to use now that I have returned for a 2nd Master's degree. I like
JAVA City, and the cozy study areas. I personally retire the the 5th floor, as that is where
my section is, and study there. The sunlight coming through the large ceiling to floor
windows on the first floor are too much for me neurologically.
Like the fact that you can purchase a used book in the library.
I'm very impressed by library services--always beyond what I expect. And the people are
fantastic, always so patient with requests. The interlibrary loan service has been of
enormous help in my research.
I love the library.
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School of Management
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History/Political Science
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Education
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School of Management
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School of Management

positive
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Comment
The library was one of the very first things that caught my attention at this school. It is a
great facility and is something I tell others when they look at this school.
The Library has met or exceeded all my expectations. There is a diverse amount of
information contained there, with both academic and personal interests represented.
I have always been pleased with the library services, as well as the set up of the library. I
only ever once had trouble finding something, a microfiche of a relatively obscure text, but
the library staff was quite helpful.
The library is amazing, always has the information I need and the people working there are
always willing to help me find what I need if I can not manage on my own. Best study
atmosphere ever!
The library is great here at the University. I have no complaints at all.
the library has good information which is usually easy to find, and there is always help
available.
The library is great!
I feel the library provides the necessary materials for me to complete research projects as
well as obtain information for my master's thesis. I also have noted that the staff is very
efficient in answering questions i have concerning the materials provided in the library.
I think the library meets all my needs as a student
I find that the Library is an excellent resource and is capable of supporting doctoral
research adn graduate study.
The overall quality and service of the library has definitely met my needs and expectations
during the past three and a half years.
The Library is a comfortalbe place, I like it. I like the certain amount of free prints!
The library is a great place to study and gather information.
I have never actually visited the library in person. All of my access has been electronic.
Therefore, I have no information or opinion about the atmosphere or physical comforts of
the library. I have had no difficulties with remote access to library resources.
the library has helped me stay on top of my school work
The Weinberg Memorial Library is very useful.
Nothing really, I'm satisfied.
good survey
The UofS library is an awesome place to get work done! It has a great set of employees
that help all the students!
This survey used language that made it difficult to decipher what exactly it was asking.
Otherwise, library is doing a good job.
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Physics/EE/Computing Science/Math
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positive

Undergraduate
Undergraduate

Physics/EE/Computing Science/Math
Nursing/OT/PT

positive
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Graduate

School of Management
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Graduate

School of Management
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Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate

Undecided
Undecided
History/Political Science
Physics/EE/Computing Science/Math
History/Political Science

positive
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positive
printers

Undergraduate

School of Management

printers

Undergraduate

English/Foreign Languages

Undergraduate

History/Political Science

printers;
computers
staff

Undergraduate

School of Management
Counseling/HS/HAHR
Nursing/OT/PT

staff
staff
staff

Undergraduate

Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science

staff

Education
English/Foreign Languages

staff
staff

English/Foreign Languages

staff
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111 Undergraduate
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Comment
prior to my recent enrollment as a non-trad student, I made use of the library as a LCLS
user. The library is fantastic (and I can be picky about libraries -- my father was a college
librarian!).
To quote Tony the Tiger, THEY'RE GREAAAAAT!
I believe the library is a good source of information and technology that I do not take full
advantage of. I also believe that the library is a good source of quiet space, and I get a lot
of work done when I am in there.
I really like going to the library. Its a great/comfortabe place to focus on my school work. I
like that there are places I can study individually as well as with a group of people. (Java
city is my hero)
I am quite satisfied with the way I am treated at the library. The prodeo room and group
study rooms at 4th floor are best.
great service
the library has been very helpful this year
THE LIBRARY RULES
great service and knowlegdable librarians
Also there needs to be more printers available to students.(also had comment about study
space) Otherwise, everyone is friendly and always willing to help.
I've never once had a problem with any aspect of the library. We should be able to print
more pages! (For free from our RoyalCard)
The second floor printers are out of order too often. There are several computers (the
white ones) which are to slow to bother using and should be replaced.
Thank you for all that you do. One suggestion: the Library Circulation desk staff, especially
on the weekend, are there to help students - not frustrate them.
The staff is extremely kind and helpful
The librarians have always been very helpful and willing to help me.
My major did not require me to use the library sources much, but I used it as a place to
study. When I did need to use resources, the staff was always willing to help.
In general, the older employees at the library are more educated on the resources than the
students who work there. Often the students seem very unfamiliar with the resources, and
are usually unable to answer questions.
The library staff is very helpful and friendly.
If I ever have a question that needs answering, I'm always given the help I need whether
it's students or adults; the library staff is incredibly helpful and always willing.
The library staff and faculty members are always helpful.
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Discipline
Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science

Category
staff

Comment
The staff is very helpful with needed assistance. (also had comment on group study)

Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Graduate
Undergraduate

Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science
Nursing/OT/PT
Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science
School of Management
School of Management

staff
staff
staff
staff
staff

Undergraduate

Biology/Chemistry/Environ Science

staff

Faculty

English/Foreign Languages

staff

Undergraduate

English/Foreign Languages

staff

School of Management
History/Political Science

staff
staff

The people here are great and so friendly
I think the employees are fine
I would be lost without the library and the people here who help us.
the librarians are very nice and helpful
I often use the library. People working there are very polite and nice so library is one of my
favorite places to go. I hope library will be like this from now on. Thanks!
If there were also more staff walking around asking people if they need help.(also had
commnet about group study
Please work on your binder of books that have been stolen. I was searching for a book for
three days, always being sent to the pre-shelving shelf if it wasn't in circulation, but it
turned out to be stolen instead.
The library staff is first rate. I have never been anything less than fully satisfied with the
friendly and efficient help that I have received whenever requested.
Great help from MOST, librarians
They are very helpful at finding articles.
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